Abstract─ Ant Algorithms are techniques for optimizing which were coined in the early 1990"s by M. Dorigo. The techniques were inspired by the foraging behavior of real ants in the nature. The focus of ant algorithms is to find approximate optimized problem solutions using artificial ants and their indirect decentralized communications using synthetic pheromones. In this paper, at first ant algorithms are described in details, then transforms to computational optimization techniques: the ACO metaheuristics and developed ACO algorithms. A comparative study of ant algorithms also carried out, followed by past and present trends in AAs applications. Future prospect in AAs also covered in this paper. Finally a comparison between AAs with well-established machine learning techniques were focused, so that combining with machine learning techniques hybrid, robust, novel algorithms could be produces for outstanding result in future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization problem is the problem of finding the best solution from all feasible solutions in mathematics and computer science. Optimization problems can be divided into two categories depending on whether the variables are continuous or discrete. Optimization problem with discrete variables is known as combinatorial optimization problem. An object such as an integer, permutation or graph from a finite set is looking for. Optimization problem are applicable in the field of commercial field, engineering, scientific etc.Subset of optimisation problem is combinatorial optimisation (CO) [12] . CO problem requires the optimal solution with great cost especially when the problem is NP-Hard. InCO problems, NP-Hard CO problems computational time become too high for any practical use. Subsequently approximation algorithms developed to attain accuracy with minimum time and cost. Ant algorithms, recent approximate optimisation methods, inspired by the behavior of real ants in the wild [2] where communication between ants within the colony via the secretion of chemical pheromones . In artificial intelligence (AI) , ant algorithms are subset of SWARM Intelligence (SI) [13] .SI is a problem solving tool for intelligent multi-agent systems inspired from the behavior of real insect swarms. Other such algorithms are developed from the behavior of swarms of wasps and bees ,even the behavior of birds specially cuckoos are observed and developed algorithms [14] .From the success of practical implementation of ant algorithms, ant colony optimisation (ACO) which later catagorised as metaheuristic, were proposed [15] . Lists of other metaheuristics are simulated annealing [16] , tabu search [17] and [18] and local search [19] . It was first introduced in 1992 and list of publications are given below in Table I .
II. THE IDEA &INSPIRATION BEHIND THE ANT ALGORITHMS (ANT IN THE WILD)
The observation in the foraging behavior of ants in the wild which is known as stigmargyis the inspiration behind the ant algorithms. In 1959 Grasse introduced the term stigmargywhich means indirect communication among a self -organising emergent system via individuals modifying their local environment. Denopboury, Asron, Goss, and Pasteels (1990) narrated the stigmergy nature of ants colonies. Ants communicate indirectly by pheromone trails of the previous ants laid down paths and former ants follow the paths. Subsequently, it was observed that ants follow the path of high pheromone concentration deposit which obviously is the optimized path [20] .
A. The Analogy
"Shortest bridge" experiment [20] in Fig. 1 shows two possible paths of different length between a nest and a food source, upper path is shorter and lower path is longer. Initially, half of the ants follow the upper path and remaining half follow the lower path for foraging (Fig. 1a) . The ants follow the upper path reach the food source sooner (Fig. 1b) . As it is shorter path. On the returning time those ants follow the same path laid by them by tracing the pheromone and again deposited pheromone on the same path, hence strengthen the pheromone trail. (Fig.1c) This half of the ants will return to the nest with minimum time and reinforcing the pheromone trails. From now ants will follow the upper path from nest to food due to higher pheromone concentration. Eventually most, if not all, of the ants end up following the upper shortest path (Fig. 1d) . Stigmergy of ants in the wild can be used in a more computational way as an intelligent multi-agent system solution to a shortest route optimisation problem. These observations inspired the first ant algorithm [2] which was applied originally to the well-known "Travelling Salesman "Benchmark" Problem". 
III. FROM NATURE TO COMPUTERS
In case of artificial ant colony, simple computational agents, act as artificial ants, work cooperatively, collectively, communicating through artificial pheromone trails. In an iterative fashion, each ant travels from state S i to state S j influenced by two factors: i) Heuristic Information: It is a measure of the heuristic preference (which is application based) travelling from state S i to the state S j. This is a priori information to the algorithm run, and is not modified during the algorithm run and ii) Artificial Pheromone Trail(s): It is measure of pheromone deposit from the previous transition from the state Si to state S j . It can also be defined as the measure of the "so far" learned preference. This information is modified during the algorithm run by the artificial ants.
A. Properties of Artificial Ants
The main properties associated with the artificial ant(Cordon, Herrera, &Stutzle, 2002): i)Each artificial ant has an internal memory which is used to store the path followed by the ant (i.e. the previously visited path),ii)Starting in an initial state S initial, each ant tries to build a feasible solution to the given problem, moving in an iterative fashion through its search space/environment, iii)The guidance factor, movement of ants, takes the form of a transition rule which is applied before every move from S i to state S j . This transition rule may also include additional problem specific constraints and may utilise the ants" internal memory, iv) the amount of pheromone, each ant deposits, is governed by a problem specific pheromone update rule, iv) Deposition of pheromone of ants is governed/associated with states or state transitions, v) during solution construction, pheromone deposition may occur at every state transition. This is known as online step-by-step pheromone trial update and vi)Alternatively ants may retrace their paths once a solution has been constructed and only then deposit pheromone, all along their individual paths. This is known as online delayed pheromone update.
B. Additional Characteristics
Apart from the above properties, artificial ants may also have some other characteristics to improve their performance which their biological counterpart does not have. Widely used additional characteristics are local search [19] and [5] and candidate list [21] and [5] .Daemon actions may be introduced into the algorithm depending on the problem. Daemon actions influence the guidance of the ants during algorithm runtime and may be used for the speed up convergence. By these daemon actions, extra pheromone may be added to the best solution trail at the end of each iteration.
C. The original Ant system
The first ant algorithm "Ant System" (AS) developed by Dorigo et al., 1996 used benchmark "Travelling Salesman Problem"(TSP) as its test-bed. There are M towns and a sales man has to travel each town once and ending up back to the starting town with shortest route. In Euclidian TSP, the path between any two given towns i and j is given by Euclidean distance:
Each ant in the system has the characteristics as follows:i) An ant decides which town to go by using a transition rule that is a function of the distance between the ant and the decided town and the amount of pheromone deposited along the connecting path, ii) Transitions to already visited towns are added to a tabu list and are not allowed to visit and iii) Once a tour is complete, the ant lays a pheromone trail along each path visited in the tour. An iteration is defined here as the interval in (t, t+1) where each of the N ants moves once. Then an epoch is defined as the collection of N iterations, when each ant has completed a tour. After each epoch the pheromone intensity trails are updated according to the following formula: (1) Where ρє (o, 1] is the evaporation rate and Δτ k ij is the quality of pheromone laid on path (i, j) by the k th ant between the time t and t+n, and is given by :
Where Q is a constant and L k is the tour length of the k th ant. The heuristic information in this case is called the visibility,η ij , and is defined as the quantity 1/d ij . This quantity is not modified during the algorithm run contrary to the pheromone trail. Atabu list of growing vector of previous and current visited towns is maintained where tabu k (s) is the s th visited town by the k th ant in the current tour. The probability of the k th ant making the transition from town i to town j is given by: 
IV. ANTALGORITHMS ASCOMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Ant colony optimisation (ACO) metaheuristic [13] & [15] was development after the successful application of AS on classical TSP.The ACO combinatorial problems by approximate solutions based on the generic behavior of natural ants. Therefore, it can be described that all the applications of the ACO metaheuristic may be grouped as Ant Algorithms, but ant algorithms are not ACO metaheuristic.
A. The ACO metaheuristic
ACO is composed of three main functions (algorithm 1) i) AntSolutionsConstruct() performs the solution construction process where artificial ants travel from one state to another according to transition rule and iteratively reaching the solutions. ii) PheromoneUpdate() performs pheromone trial updates .This pheromone trails update may be completed after complete solutions or after each iteration update. Apart from pheromone trails reinforcement, pheromone trail evaporation is also considered. Pheromone trail evaporation helps the ant to "forget" bad solutions on the process of algorithm run. This is incorporated reducing all pheromone trails by a set of amount after each epoch. Iii) DaemonActions () is an optional step in the algorithm which provides additional updates from a global perspectives with no natural counterpart available. Pheromone reinforcement to the best solution is one example and known as offline pheromone trail update.
Algorithm

The Ant Colony OptimisationMetaheuristic
Parameter Initialisation WHILE termination conditions not met do ScheduleActivities AntSolutionsConstruct() PheromoneUpdate() DaemonActions() optional END ScheduleActivities END WHILE
B. Developed ACO Algorithms
Ant algorithms collectively form the main ACOalgorithms, generated from original ant system and described below:
1) MAX-MIN Ant System
TheMAX-MINAnt System(MMAS)Algorithm differs from the AS in two ways: i) only the best ant updates the pheromone trails, and ii) the pheromone update function is bound [6] .The modified pheromone update is as: Where, (4) (5) And τ max and τ min are the upper and lower pheromone bounds respectively. If x be the upper function with upper and lower bounds incorporated as below: (6) L best is the length of the tour by the best ant. This can be the iteration-best, the best-so-far or a combination of the two.
2) Ant Colony System
The main difference between the Ant Colony System (ACS) [5] & the Ant System [2] is the pheromone update function. In ACS like the natural behavior of ants, a local pheromone update is employed in addition to the pheromone update at the end of each epoch (offline pheromone update). Each ant performs the pheromone update after each construction setup according to the formula:
Where 错误！未找到引用源。 is the pheromone decay co-efficient and τ 0 is the initial value of the pheromone. The offline pheromone update is applied at the end of each epoch by the iteration -best or the best-so-far ant only similar to the MMAS. The update function for the offline pheromone update is given by: 错误！未找到引用源。 (8) As in MMAS, Δτ ij = 1/ L best , whereL best can either be the iteration -best or best-so-far. Apart from the differences in the pheromone updateprocedure, the ACS also uses a different transition rule, called the pseudorandom proposition rule. K be an ant located at state i,q 0 Є [0,1] be a parameter , and q a random value in[0,1] then the next node j, is described as:
If q> q 0 : 
3) Rank Based Ant System
The idea of ranking in the pheromone update procedure was introduced in the rank-based Ant System (AS rank ) [22] . The N-ants are ranked according to the decreasing quality of their solutions, i.e., tour length (L 1 ≤ L 2 ≤ L 3 ≤ .....≤ L N ) .The pheromone trails are updated offline in the form of a daemon action, only the paths traversed by the σ -1 best ants receive any pheromone, and the amount deposited depends directly on the ant"s rank, μ, and on the quality of its solution. In addition, L gb , the global best solution path traversed, achieves an extra amount of pheromone which depends on the quality of that solution, weighted by parameter σ. The parameter update function is:
where (11) and
V. ANT ALGORITHMS COMPARISONS
A performance comparative study on the four ant algorithms [6] and tabulated in the table II. These observations are performed on the test-bed of TSP application (instances). The table contains six columns & four rows. First column depicts instances---ei151, kroA100, d198.Second column gives their optimum values and rest of the columns gives MMAS, ACS, AS rank & AS respectively. These results show that MMAS algorithm enumerates the best close the optimised value, next ACS, then AS rank and AS at the last, or worst. This table is included here to decrease to describe an idea of the performance of these algorithms which can be implemented in practical cases. These results can be improved by changing different parameters chosen [6] . [23] , graph colouring [24] , and the vehicle routing problem [25] and [26] are the other most important applications of AAs. Among them, vehicle routing problem using AAs implemented successesfully in traffic control, industry.DyvOil is used to support the sales and distribution of fuel distribution. An offline module DyvOil is still in use for solving static vehicle routing problem using ACO algorithms every evening for the next day vehicle routing problem.apainaPetroli , a leading swiss fuel oil company tested the offline planning module and 20% to 30% increase in vehicle routing problem performance over the man-made plan [27] . Performance efficiency showed the same improvement by using ACS algorithms for dynamic vehicle routing problems. The Switzerland supermarket, Migros, has been using AntRoute for their supply chain. The tour of the distribution vehicles to the supermarkets across Switzerland is computed by MACS-VRPTW, ant based algorithm and again outperformed human planning [26] .The spread of applications of ant algorithms(AAs) has been expanded enormously in recent years with lots of novel approach as well as broader areas of study like continuous optimisation [28] , [29] & parallel processing [30] & [31] . Originally AS was implemented on discrete optimization [15] , as a result of which the ACO metaheuristic was developed, but later it gained popularity on continuous optimisation.
VII. DEVELOPMENT IN ANTALGORITHMS
In the last decade novel algorithms and novel approach have been crystalised and applied in a wide range .Following are the few examples. engineering and scientific research areas. By using the essence of machine learning and AI, DIP can be increased its performance and efficiency. AS are also introducing as a new technique to improve its performance by using basic low level image segmentation via boundary detection methods [32] , [33] , [34] , & [35] and via clustering methods [36] & [37] . Novel approach of boundary detection methods deploy the pheromone aspects of AS , here the ants are considered as pixels within the image and move within the image in a discretised pixel-wise fashion whose aim is to extract and map boundary"s within the image . A heuristic information is proposed by which probability of an ant tours from its current location (pixel) to a surrounding node (pixel) which has the greatest boundary characteristics (greatest change in image gradient for example). Again each ant deposits pheromone with each move from one pixel to another and this pheromone evaporation which is fixed per iteration. Therefore the transition rule is a function of the heuristic information and the pheromone map. Artificial Ants start at random position within the image and resultant pheromone trails mapping out the boundaries between image segments as shown in fig.  2 .As the number of iteration increases quality of the extracted picture increases as the pheromone concentration increases of high gradient and decreases with low gradient. The original and final pheromone field map is shown in fig. 3 .The premise of this algorithm (basic low level image) has two major differences from the "Traditional" types of ant algorithms i) individual ants never construct complete solutions of their own, and ii) the pheromone is not only used to guide the ants movement but also represents the final solution in its entity. In clustering methods, a more standard AA is employed as a tool to optimise the pixel mapping as clusters within image which does not employ pheromone as a visual solution. Image threshold [38] is another low level segmentation Technique where ants search the image in low gray scale regions, and in an area for image compression [39] .
A. Ant Algorithms for Digital Image Processing (DIP)
For
Fig. 2. Emerging pheromone map at different time-steps
in the algorithm run. Brighter pixels equal higher pheromone concentration at that point [1] . Fig. 3 . Original leaf image (a) and final pheromone field map (b) [1] .
B. Ant Algorithms and Protein folding problem
Computational biology encounters serious problem relating the prediction of protein structure from its linear sequence. It is NP-hard and computationally very expensive .Numerous models have been come out for simplifying the search space of prediction and conformation. Hydrophobic-polar(HP) model [40] explores the primary amino acid sequences of a protein of 24 letter alphabet representation to a sequence of hydrophobic (H) and Polar(P) resides that reduces to Aar string of alphabets H & P. The protein conformations of this sequence are restricted to selfavoiding paths on a lattice. AA have been proposed for both the 2D [41] & 3d HP folding problem [42] considering 2D and 3D lattice respectively .The HP folding [43] is based on the thermodynamics hypothesis where native state of protein with the lowest Gibbs free energy and the energy is calculated from the number of topological contacts between hydrophobic amino-acids that are not neighbors in a given sequence. Example: for a conformation C with exactly n of H-H contacts, will have free energy level E(C) = N. (-1). For the 2D case, candidate conformation is expressed by the relative folding directions: straight(S), left (L), and right (R) .These representations indicate the present aminoacid location with respect to previous sequence. In the construction phase of the algorithm, each ant is placed randomly within the problem sequence. Sequences are then built up by summing one amino-acid symbol at a time with respect to relative direction where conformation extends chosen probabilistically by familiar Alas both heuristic and pheromone construction trail/concentration) in heuristic nature, the construction process conforms towards maximum number of H-H contacts, thus minimises the Gibbs free energy. ii). In the pheromone update, "standard" form is eq (1) and relative solution quality is measured by E(C))/E, where E is the known or approximate minimal energy for the given protein sequence. In this way solutions are built/ developed as in classical TSP application. Here, the solution components are the folding directions, as opposed to paths between cities, as with TSP.
C. Ant Algorithms and Data Mining
The goal of data mining is to extract knowledge from data [44] ; discovering previously unknown, valid patterns and relationships in large data sets [45] . The classification, clustering and forecasting are the application of data mining where the aim is to analyse the data and make some information or prediction out of them. The application of classification task of data mining on AAs [46] , [47] , [48] and [50] is to ascertain each case (object, record, or instance ) to one class , out of a set of predefined classes , based on the values of some attributes for the case and this can be expresses as: IF< term1 AND term2 AND ……..> THEN<class>, Where each term is a triple <Attributes, operator, value>i.e.< gender=female> where value being a value belonging to the domain of attributes and the operator is the relational operator.
Ant-Miner [48] is a sequential covering approach to discover most of the training cases. Initially, list of discovered rule is empty and the training set is full. Once a classification rule is discovered for each iteration of the algorithm is added to the empty discovered rule list and the training set covered by the mentioned rule is deleted from the training set list. The algorithm repeated until it reaches a threshold specified by the uncovered training cases. Ants build solution ineach iteration via three steps: i) rule construction, ii) rule pruning, and iii) pheromone updating. An Ant starts with an empty rule, and builds up partial rules by adding one term at a time, corresponding to the path or segment of path taken by the ant through the search space of terms.The choice of direction to take to extend the current path. This choice depends on i) problem dependent heuristic information, ii) the amount pheromone deposition with each term. The ant keeps adding terms to the rule until either all attributes have been used, or the minimum number of cases covered per rule has been met. Once the rule has been constructed by the ant, it is then pruned of any irrelevant terms and the pheromone trails are updated .The next ant then begins constructing its rule, using the updated pheromone trails as guidance. The process is repeated until all ants have constructed the rule, or convergence has happened. When the process is halted, iteration is complete, then the best rule constructed and the process is repeated. In Ant-Miner, heuristic information is the measure of entropy (amount of information) associated with each term. The pheromone update rule involves increasing the amount of pheromone associated with each term occurring after pruning, in arule found by an ant, where the increase is proportional to the quality of that rule. Moreover, pheromone evaporation is applied to each term that does not occur in the rule.
VIII. ANTALGORITHMS AND OTHER MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
AAs exhibit similar characteristics with many well established machine learning techniques, in this section comparative study of AAs with machine learning techniques have carried out, with hybrid novel algorithms proposals.
A. Ant Algorithms as an alternative to other Machine Learning Techniques
Machine learning techniques -evolutionary computing and neural networks [51] and [15] have some similarities with some of the ant algorithms, especially ACO algorithms. Both evolutionary computing and the ACO met heuristic deploy a population of individuals to incrementally build more suitable solutions to a given problem, by building on the solutions of the previous populations. Evolutionary computing deals with the information or knowledge of the problem contained only within the current population,whereas the ACO met heuristic explores information from the current as well as previous generation populations as the knowledge base in the form of pheromone trails. There are some forms of specific evolutionary computing algorithms which are more close to ACO met heuristics. Characteristics [51] & [15] . Problem solved by Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [52] , biologically inspired learning systems and AAs may be often represented graphically by a set of connecting nodes. "States" in AAs is synonymous to "neurons" in neural networks (NNs), and equivalently the local neighborhood structure around a given state is equivalently to the set of synaptic -line links in neuron & [15] .The ants are collectively equivalently to the input signals that propagate through the NNs. AAs connecting paths receive more pheromone as more they are used, equivalently strength of synapse increases as more it is used. Both the AAs connecting paths and synaptic links in ANNs uses paths and synapses links to create better solution and these reinforcement is more than others. Due to these similarities, such algorithms are used to solve same type of problems. But they differ in their performance for different specific tasks. From the point of view of convergence for optimum solution, and fast operation , original AS [2] and ACS [3] ,AAs tested over test-bed benchmark problem TSP show better performance over other heuristic approaches . By introducing certain elements especially the stigmergic effect through synthetic pheromone increase their performance over the original learning techniques, Quality learning (Q-learning) [1] & [53] .
B. Ant Algorithms as a counterpart to other learning techniques
Q-learning (Watkins, 2001) and GAs ( [Holland, 1992] , [10] & [11] ) are two machine learning techniques which are used in conjunction with AAs.
1) Ant Algorithms & Q-learning
Q-learning hails from reinforcement learning and reinforcement learning is a subset of machine learning which could be correlated to AAs. Reinforcement learning leads to agents learning by trial and error to achieve goals in their current environment taking necessary best actions [52] .In the training phase , every time an agent develops an action in its environment, it gets reward or penalty reflecting the necessity of the outcome performed. 
and (14) where γ is the discount factor, a is the action that maximizes Q, and visits (S t , a ) is the total number of times the given state-action pair visited previously. Ant-Q an Algorithm inspired by original AS, [5] & [4] ) has many similarities with the Q-learning, Ant-Q agents communicate in the form of AQ-values. Ant-Q likeAS, algorithm was developed for the test-bed of TSP bench mark algorithm. AQ(r, s) is the Ant-Q value for the path (r, s) between the cities HE(r, s) is the heuristic value for the path (r, s) where as for TSP is the inverse of distance. K is the agent to complete a closed tour of all cities and J k (r) is the list of all cities still to cover where r is the current city. This list is acting as a memory. This is another difference between Ant-Q and Q-learning. The state transition rule for an agent K in the city r is as follows: (15) where α and β parameters which weigh the relative importance of the learned AQ-values and the heuristic values , q is a uniform probability randomly chosen value in [0,1] , q 0 (0 ≤ q 0 ≤ 1) inversely changes with probability and s is a random variable of probability distribution AQ(r,u) and HE( r,u) with u € J 1 (r) (16) Where α and γ are the learning step and discount factor respectively. J k ( S) is a function of the previous history of agent K and the set of available actions in the set s.The update rule in Ant-Q is same as in Q-learning. Ant-Q does not make use of artificial pheromones. A different idea has been proposed by [54] & [53] ) where Q-learning idea adopted using artificial pheromone in multi-agent Q-learning. The pheromone Q-learning (Phe-Q) algorithm uses the same Q-value update function (equation 13) with an additional factor, the belief factor, to be minimized. The belief factor is a function of artificial pheromone concentration on the trail and how extracts laid down by other agents of the same group. The belief factor is the ratio of the sum of the actual pheromone concentrations in the current states and surrounding states to the sum of maximum pheromone concentrations in the current states and surrounding states: (17) where υ(s) is the pheromone concentration at state "s" in the environment, and N a is the set surrounding states for a chosen action a.Q-learning update function becomes after adding belief factor: (18) where ξ is a sigmoidal function of time epoch ≥ 0 and increases as the number of agents successfully complete the task.Pheromone improvement in Ant-Q where Ant algorithm is coupled with Q-learning machine learning technique has been shown.Then compared with without ant algorithm [53] . It can then be concluded that "Hybrid Algorithm" produce superior performance.
2) Ant Algorithms with Genetic Algorithms:
Genetic algorithms evolved from evolutionary computing which is a subset of machine learning, Evolution computing, started early 1950s, inspired by biological evolutions which deploy a population of candidate solutions to a given problem, uses operators based on natural selection and natural genetic variation [55] . The basic GA arises updating a population of hypothesis iteratively. Each individual hypothesis is examined by a problem specific fitness function. A new population is then created, firstly by probability selection a portion of the fit individual and the remaining of the new problem are then created by probability selecting pairs of the fit individual, and creating new offspring hypothesis by applying genetic crossover operators. Moreover Genetic mutation operators can also be implemented to random members of the new population before carrying it to the next iteration. A GA [10] , [11] for automatically adapt the control parameter s of AAs, picks up appropriate control parameters which is vital to the success of the algorithms for the given application or problem, so that an optimum balance is achieved between exploration of unexplored areas of the search space /environment, and exploration of previously learned preferences for states to visit, within the context of the problem.. The GAs can be used as automated alternative against often used trial and error process of selecting appropriate control parameters as wells potentially adaptable online balance exploration and exploration with i the search space/environment. The control parameters of ant algorithm ACS are genetically adapted for the TSP [10] . According to section IV.B.2, each ant is encoded by the parameters β, ρ, and q 0 in the form of bit strings (chromosomes) which are randomised. At each iteration, four ants are chosen via a tournament selection method and they construct their TSP tours. Then algorithm checks out for new selected tours. The pheromone trial of an ant that produced the best overall tour is used for the global update using ρ parameter. The fitness of each ant is calculated as the length of the tour found by the beat ant. Best two ants of the selected list are crossed over to produce two offspring, which are then muted. The worst two selected ants are then replaced by the two offspring. The basic philosophy here is to impose pressure on the population to improve its performance with maintaining population size constant. It has explored that some problems emerged out of GAs in AAs [10] . Many ants trapped in local minima with pheromone trails for good solutions to worst performing ants with no guarantee of optimal solution due to immense variability of population of ants. Still due to merging of GAs into AAs the speed of convergence increased towards a solution where desirable characteristics for large problems which is not desired, or indeed may not be possible to find the optimal solution. Choosing appropriate control parameters is an important factor a given AA. Some characteristics may change over time or problems may change due to different circumstances, there fine tuning of the control parameters is very advantageous to adapt with the changing characteristics. Any other GA can be utilised to improve the speed of convergence of the solution problem as well as different applications of AAs can be implemented by this GA as those of dynamic nature.
IX. CONCLUSION
AAs explore a vast knowledge field of complex computational problem during last 20 years inspired by the nature social insects. They are used theoretically as well as practically in science and industry for social benefits. Original AS through ACO metaheuristic travelled a long journey and many new algorithms developing from them inspired from the adaptations and stigmergic behavior of ants in the wild. This paper briefly studied AAs from the original AS to ACO metaheuristics i.e., the most successful variants and reinforces the success of this biological adaptation and stigmergic approach to complex computational problem solution. A brief comparative study of the most successful ant variants for speed of convergence solution is drawn. Concise theoretical and mathematical expressions of AAs have been discussed. In the last ten years AAs become a hot topic because of its distributed nature, direct or indirect interaction between small agents, flexibility and robustness. The numbers of successful users are growing exponentially in the field of combinatorial optimization, communications networks, and robotics. More and more researchers are bending in this form of artificial intelligence as world is becoming complex and lots of informational threat is acting upon human civilization. In this vulnerable situation ant algorithm intelligent systems with autonomy, emergent and distributed functioning can replace control, preprogramming and centralization.
